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THE TOM DALEY
DIVING ACADEMY
“My parents had got me swimming when
I was three years old because I lived in
Plymouth and was near the sea – it was
more about safety than anything. One day
when I went to the pool people were diving
off the boards and I wanted to have a go,
so I did and loved it from that minute.
I started diving as a seven-year-old and was
inspired by the amazing acrobatic ability
of the athletes at the 1998 Commonwealth
Games. Seeing them dive off the top
board, twisting and turning at such speed
really appealed to the daredevil in me and
set diving apart from other sports I had
previously tried. I dreamed of winning an
Olympic medal.
Years later I went on to win two gold medals
at the 2010 Commonwealth Games and two
Olympic bronze medals at the 2012
and 2016 Games. I hope I can continue
to be successful and strive for the best.
After my success at the London Olympics
in 2012, I wanted to share my passion for
diving and sport with others. In partnership
with Better we set up the Tom Daley Diving
Academy offering diving lessons with an
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aim of building a community of aspiring
divers, with no restriction on age or ability.
Not only that but we also wanted to create a
place where young talented divers could be
spotted, developed and supported to go on
and achieve the same success as I did.
I want to make sure all our participants’
journey of learning to dive is fun, exciting
and enjoyable, while emphasising Better’s
core values of ‘Determination, Bravery,
Teamwork and Respect’. These values are
instilled by our qualified coaches to ensure
members learn everything from the basics,
through to complex techniques in a safe and
friendly environment.
So whether you have aspirations to follow
in my footsteps or just want to learn a new
sport, come along, have some fun and
impress your friends by learning to dive at
the Tom Daley Diving Academy”.

Tom Daley

ARE YOU READY FOR
YOUR FIRST SESSION?
1. Pack your swimwear and towel.
2. A
 rrive at the centre 15 minutes before your session
leaving enough time to get through reception and
change into your swimwear.

3. I dentify yourself to reception/scan your ‘Better’
card to gain access.

4. G
 o to the changing rooms to get changed into

your swimwear – remember to bring some change
so you can put your belongings into a locker.

5. H
 ead to the poolside and wait at the meeting point.
Often it will be highlighted by a sign on the wall.

6. W
 ait for your coach to collect you.
7. E njoy your first Tom Daley Diving Academy session!
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PRE-SESSION
WARM-UP EXERCISES
As part of your diving lessons
we will work through a progressive teaching
programme that will develop not only diving skills
but also fitness, strength, flexibility,
and co-ordination.
With this in mind, we will use skill chains
as stepping stones leading up to competitive
diving standards.
These skills will not only challenge you but will
give you a greater appreciation of the demands
of Olympic diving.

Perform 15 of each of the following exercises:
Arm circles
Arms locked straight,
circling past ears forwards
and backwards

Squats
Standing feet shoulder-width apart,
bend knees taking hip parallel to
floor. Keep shoulders and head
upright ensuring knees push over
feet and do not collapse inwards

Leg swings
Use wall for balance, kick a straight
leg forwards, then backwards.
Repeat each side

Tuck and pike rolls lying on floor
Sit in a tuck shape and roll back
onto shoulders then forwards again
maintaining shape throughout,
repeat in pike

Good mornings
Standing feet shoulder-width apart
with knees slightly bent, keep back
straight and fold at hip pushing chin
forwards and bum backwards

Bunny jumps
Start by crouching down with hands
on the floor. Staying in a tuck
position, take a small jump to lift
feet off the floor and take weight on
to hands

Skipping with rope:
• 50 normal skips
• 50 running skips
• 25 double skips
• 50 running skips
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ADULT DIVING
BEGINNER CRITERIA
Adult Beginner
All new starters will have to complete and achieve our beginner’s
criteria before moving on to the full adult sessions. The following
criteria includes the fundamental movement patterns that require
mastering before progressing onto the more advanced diving skills.
These skills will enable you to participate safely and maximise
your diving sessions.
Beginner’s attainment skills include:
• Forward jump straight/tuck/pike on poolside and 1m
• Back jump straight/tuck on poolside and 1m
• Forward pike fall on poolside, 1m and 3m
• Forward dive straight and tuck on poolside and 1m
• Back dive straight on poolside
• Back fall on 1m
Beginner class duration: 45 minutes
Factors that will contribute to attaining these skills include previous
diving/acrobatic experience, strength, flexibility, bravery
and co-ordination.
Progress length times will vary per individual – some adults will
progress through these skills in a matter of weeks, whereas others
may take longer. There is no time limit on how long you can spend
within the beginner session and we encourage you to progress
at whatever speed you’re most comfortable with.
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PROGRESSIVE
ADULT SESSIONS
Once you have achieved the criteria
in our beginner lessons you will then
move to one of our progressive adult
sessions.
Within the adult sessions we will
be looking to further develop your
diving skills using a skill chains
focussed programme.
Skill chains are the stepping stones
to achieving the more advanced
dives. Every skill has a purpose and
will help you move a step closer
to achieving the final goal.
In conjunction with the skill chains
will be sessions looking at fitness
and also specific fundamental diving
movement patterns.
Throughout the adult sessions we
will work towards the following skills
and beyond.
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Our adult diving progressive
skill chains lead to:
• Forward dive (straight, tuck and
pike) off 1m springboard, 3m
springboard and higher platforms
•B
 ack dive (straight, tuck and
pike) off 1m springboard, 3m
springboard and higher platforms
•R
 everse dive (straight, tuck and
pike) off 1m springboard, 3m
springboard and higher platforms
• I nward dive (straight, tuck and
pike) off 1m springboard, 3m
springboard and higher platforms
•T
 wisting dives and somersaults
off springboards and platforms
•A
 rm-stands off platforms
These end goals may be a little
daunting now, but don’t worry –
you will be in a safe environment
with our official Tom Daley Diving
Academy coaches guiding you all
the way.

FORWARD SKILL CHAINS –
COACHING POINTS
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Forwards Poolside

Focus 1

Focus 2

Focus 3

Forward jump straight from poolside

Straight line starting posture
– arms behind ears

Strong fast leg push keeping
upright posture

Straight body line maintained
throughout skill

Forward jump tuck from poolside

Straight line starting posture
– arms behind ears

Push off the poolside straight before
initiating tuck

Fast tuck to hands on lower shins,
full kick out before entry

Forward jump pike from poolside

Starting posture. Small heel lift before
knee bend

Maintain tight body into full leg press
and extension

Snap into/out of a tight pike with arms
behind ears throughout

Forward tuck roll from poolside

Small tuck, hands on lower shins,
eyes looking over knees

Raise on toes before roll,
hold tight tuck throughout

Complete full circle in tuck shape
under water

Forward pike fall from poolside

Hands grabbed, arms covering ears,
eyes looking at hands

Fold from hip maintaining straight
back, chest in

Raise on toes, hold 1 sec, fall into water
opening hips to straight line

Forward dive crouched from poolside

Show good posture with slight bend
(45º)

Strong leg push, vision opposite side of
pool

Maintain tight shallow dish throughout

Forward dive straight from poolside

Start on toes, short sharp leg push

Vision opposite side of pool

Maintain tight shallow dish throughout

Forward pike wedge from poolside

Strong leg push, stay tall with vertical
take-off

Fold into flat pike with arms behind
ears, fingers on toes

Legs vertical on entry, imagine pike
shape on water surface

Forward dive tuck from poolside

Start on toes, short sharp leg push

Drive hips to roof moving arms forward
and knees in to tuck

Fast punch out into tight entry line
chest/hips in looking at hands

Forward somersault tuck from poolside

Forward stance, fast leg push driving
hips upwards

Throw arms narrow chasing legs in to
tight tuck, head in vision over knees

Fast kick out to straight position
for feet entry, arms by side

Competent

Forwards

Focus 1

Focus 2

Focus 3

Forward jump straight from 1m
(no armswing then with armswing)

Straight line starting posture – arms
behind ears

Strong fast leg push keeping upright
posture

Straight body line maintained
throughout skill

Forward jump tuck from 1m
(no armswing then with armswing)

Starting posture.
Small heel lift before knee bend.

Maintain tight body into full leg press
and extension

Fast full tuck shape shown at top of
jump

Forward jump pike from 1m
(no armswing then with armswing)

Starting posture.
Small heel lift before knee bend.

Maintain tight body into full leg press
and extension

Snap in to/out of a tight pike with arms
behind ears throughout

Once line ups are competent on 3m they can be advanced to 5m
Forward jump pike fall from 1m

Fold from hip maintaining
straight back, chest in

Raise on toes, hold 1 sec, fall into
water opening hips to straight line

Hold straight line through entry

Forward jump pike fall from 3m

Fold from hip maintaining
straight back, chest in

Raise on toes, hold 1 sec, fall into
water opening hips to straight line

Hold straight line through entry

Forward jump straight fall from 3m

Arms in T, head neutral, chest in,
glutes engaged

Rise on to toes for 1 sec, fall
maintaining a fixed shape

Late fast hand grab, eyes focussed
on thumbs for entry

Sitting forward tuck roll from 3m

Sit in tight compact tuck arms in T,
eyes looking over knees

Roll in tight tuck, kick legs out to dish

Ensure hip tucked in legs straight
before moving to hand grab

Once line ups are competent on 3m they can be advanced to 5m
Armswing forward dive tuck
from 1m (no armswing first)

Top armswing with strong leg push

Create rotation through hip drive/
narrow throw in to tuck,
vision over knees

Fast tight kick out with arms moving
through T to grab

Armswing forward dive pike
from 1m (no armswing first)

Top armswing with strong leg push

Create rotation through hip drive/
narrow throw in to pike,
vision moves to entry point

Fast hips squeeze in to straight with
arms moving through T to grab

Forward somersault tuck from 1m

Forward stance, fast leg push driving
hips upwards

Throw arms narrow chasing legs in
to tight tuck, head in vision over knees

Fast kick out to straight position for feet
entry, arms by side

Forward one and half somersault
tuck from 1m

Forward stance, fast leg push driving
hips upwards

Throw arms narrow chasing legs in
to tight tuck, head in vision over knees

Wait for shoulders to tip downwards
before fast kick to straight,
arms moving through T

Forward double somersault
tuck from 1m

Forward stance, fast leg push driving
hips upwards

Throw arms narrow chasing legs in to
tight tuck, head in vision over knees

Use vision and feeling to initiate a fast
punch down with legs to arms down
straight line feet first entry

Once dives are competent on 1m they can be advanced to 3m then 5m
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Competent

INWARD SKILL CHAINS –
COACHING POINTS
Before inward skills are taught, a competent forward skill chain should be in place.

Inward Poolside

Focus 1

Focus 2

Focus 3

Inward jump from poolside

Straight line starting posture
– arms behind ears

Strong ankle pop driving down and
back through toes to move body away
from poolside

Hold body tension throughout,
land feet slightly behind body

Inward pike wedge from poolside

Strong leg push, stay tall with
vertical take-off

Throw into flat pike with arms behind
ears, fingers on toes

Legs vertical on entry, imagine pike
shape on water surface

Inward tuck bomb poolside

Straight line starting posture
– arms behind ears

Strong ankle pop driving down and
back through toes whilst throwing
arms narrow into tight tuck

Maintain tuck shape throughout
keeping head in, land upside down
in tuck

Inward dive tuck from poolside

Strong ankle pop driving down
and back through toes to move
body away from poolside

Hips up and back, arms throwing high
and long into tight tuck shape

Fast punch out to tight straight line
entry

Inward

Focus 1

Focus 2

Focus 3

Back jump pike from 1m (no armswing)

Starting posture. Small heel lift before
knee bend

Maintain tight body into full leg press
and extension

Snap in to/out of a tight pike with arms
behind ears throughout

Inward dive tuck from 1m
(no armswing then with armswing)

Strong jump, hips up and back, arms
throwing high and long in to tight tuck
shape

Fast tight kick out with arms moving
through T to grab

When adding armswing, ensure
complete armswing at bottom of squat
and safe distance

Inward dive pike from 1m
(no armswing then with armswing)

Strong leg drive with arms above head,
hips drive up and back at top of leg
push

Throw high and long in to pike shape

Arms move to T, hips open to straight
line, then hands grab for entry

Inward somersault tuck from 1m
(no armswing then with armswing)

Strong leg push, stay tall then drive hips Throw arms narrow chasing legs in to
up and back as throw is initiated
tight tuck, head in vision over knees

Fast kick out to straight position for feet
entry, arms by side

Inward one and half somersault tuck
from 3m/1m

Strong leg push, stay tall then drive hips Throw arms narrow chasing legs in to
up and back as throw is initiated
tight tuck, head in vision over knees

Wait for shoulders to tip downwards
before fast kick to straight, arms
moving through T

Once dives are competent on 1m they can be advanced to 3m then 5m
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Competent

Competent

BACKWARD SKILL CHAINS –
COACHING POINTS
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Backwards Poolside

Focus 1

Focus 2

Focus 3

Back tuck roll from poolside

Small tuck, hands on lower shins,
eyes looking through knees

Raise on toes before roll, hold tight tuck Hold tuck shape under water 2secs
throughout

Back pike roll from poolside

Start standing straight,
arms behind ears

Fold to pike, maintain arms behind ears

Back jump straight from poolside
(no armswing then with armswing)

Straight line starting posture
Strong fast leg push keeping upright
– arms behind ears, heels slightly higher posture
than the poolside

Straight body line maintained
throughout skill

Back jump tuck from poolside
(no armswing then with armswing)

Straight line starting posture
Push off the poolside straight
– arms behind ears, heels slightly higher before initiating tuck
than the poolside

Fast tuck to hands on lower shins,
full kick out before entry

Back jump pike from poolside
(no armswing then with armswing)

Straight line starting posture
Push off the poolside straight
– arms behind ears, heels slightly higher before initiating pike
than the poolside

Reach forward stretching over toes
keeping arms behind ears

Back push and glide into back circle
from poolside

Full leg push, hips open

Fast arms over past ears

Vision towards bottom of pool Maintain straight body line

Back dive crouched from poolside

Full crouch, comfortable heel position

Hands grabbed, arms behind ears,
maintain posture

Strong leg press, fully open hips,
fast arms to water

Back dive straight from poolside
(no armswing then with armswing)

Start hands grabbed, arms behind ears,
hips/ribs in

Legs push straight, reach hands up
and back, eyes looking for hands

Ensure glutes are squeezed throughout
and circle under water

Armswing back pike sit from poolside

Top-Top armswing, start
and finish arms behind ears

Strong take-off, reach hands forward
past toes keeping arms behind ears

Maintain pike through entry

Armswing back dive tuck from poolside

Armswing with strong leg push,
squeeze hips in

Extend on take-off keeping chest in,
Fast kick out looking for toes,
lift knees to shoulders for tuck, head still line up sequence to tight entry

Armswing back somersault tuck
from poolside

Armswing with strong leg push,
squeeze hips in

Extend on take-off keeping chest in,
Pull knees over shoulders in a tight tuck
lift knees to shoulders for tuck, head still with head remaining still throughout,
fast leg extension to straight line feet
entry

Raise to tip toes, and fall maintaining
pike through entry

Competent

Backwards Poolside

Focus 1

Focus 2

Focus 3

Back jump straight from 1m
(no armswing then with armswing)

Head neutral and vision on end
of board

Small heel lift before knee bend.
Full leg press and extension

Maintain vertical balanced position
through flight

Back jump tuck from 1m
(no armswing then with armswing)

Head neutral and vision on end
of board

Small heel lift before knee bend.
Full leg press and extension

Push off the board straight before
initiating tuck, full kick out before entry

Back jump pike from 1m
(no armswing then with armswing)

Head neutral and vision on end
of board

Small heel lift before knee bend.
Full leg press and extension

Reach forward stretching over toes
keeping arms behind ears
Look for hands before entry,
extend through shoulders

Once jumps are competent on 1m they can be advanced to 3m then 5m
Back fall straight from 1m

Hands grabbed, arms behind ears,
maintain posture

Neutral head at start of fall,
glutes squeezed for straight line

Back tuck roll from 1m

Sit in tight compact tuck 1 hand
distance from board edge

Squeeze knees over shoulders to initiate Sharp kick to straight hands on top
roll with eyes looking over knees
of thighs, see toes before chin lift

Back dive straight from 1m
(no armswing then with armswing)

Start hands grabbed, arms behind ears,
hips/ribs in

Legs push straight, reach hands up
and back, eyes looking for hands

Ensure glutes are squeezed throughout
and circle under water

Armswing back dive tuck from 1m

Armswing with strong leg push,
squeeze hips in

Extend on take-off keeping chest in, lift
knees to shoulders for tuck, head still

Fast kick out looking for toes,
line up sequence to tight entry

Armswing back dive pike from 1m

Armswing with strong leg push,
squeeze hips in

Extend on take-off keeping chest in,
reach hands forward past toes keeping
arms behind ears whilst lifting legs
to pike

Press body flat by squeezing glutes and
pushing toes away, look back for water,
move arms around the side to grab

Back fall straight from 3m

Start hands on thighs head neutral,
raise on toes for 2 seconds

Fall back keeping tension, look back
when horizontal with the board

Keeping hands close to body,
move arms to behind ears for entry

Back tuck roll from 3m

Tight tuck in crouch, head in vision
down by toes

Roll in a tight tuck, fast kick to straight
tight line, eyes focussed on toes

Look back before moving arms
behind ears for entry

Back pike roll from 3m

Stand folded in pike, arms reach behind
ears to touch toes

Roll back in a pike, fast press to flat
bodyline, eyes focussed on toes

Look back before moving arms
behind ears for entry

Once dives on 1m and line ups are competent on 3m then dives can be advanced to 3m
Once dives and line ups are competent on 3m they can be advanced to 5m
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Armswing back somersault tuck
from 1m

Armswing with strong leg push,
squeeze hips in

Extend on take-off keeping chest in,
Pull knees over shoulders in a tight
lift knees to shoulders for tuck, head still tuck with head remaining still
throughout, fast leg extension
to straight line feet entry

Armswing back one and half
somersaults tuck from 1m

Armswing with strong leg push,
squeeze hips in

Pull knees over shoulders in a tight tuck
Extend on take-off keeping chest in,
lift knees to shoulders for tuck, head still with head remaining still throughout,
fast kick out in to back line up sequence

Competent

REVERSE SKILL CHAINS –
COACHING POINTS
Before reverse skills are taught, a competent backward skill chain should be in place.

Reverse Poolside

Focus 1

Focus 2

Focus 3

Arming forward jump straight
from poolside (reverse jump)

Straight line starting posture,
full armswing reaching behind
ears before take-off

Strong fast leg push keeping upright
posture

Straight body line maintained
throughout skill, feet slightly in front
of vertical on entry

Armswing reverse pike sit from poolside

Armswing to reach back behind ears,
strong extended take-off

Reach hands forward past toes keeping
arms behind ears

Ensure safe distance with down
and backward push with toes

Armswing reverse tuck bomb from
poolside

Armswing to reach back behind ears,
strong extended take-off

Extend on take-off keeping chest in, lift
knees to shoulders for tuck, head still

Ensure safe distance with down
and backward push with toes

Reverse

Focus 1

Focus 2

Focus 3

Reverse dive straight from 1m

Armswing with strong leg push,
squeeze hips in

Legs push straight, reach hands up and
back then to T, eyes looking for hands

Ensure glutes are squeezed throughout
and circle under water

Armswing reverse dive tuck from 1m

Armswing with strong leg push,
squeeze hips in

Extend on take-off keeping chest in,
Fast kick out looking for toes,
lift knees to shoulders for tuck, head still line up sequence to tight entry

Armswing reverse dive pike from 1m

Armswing with strong leg push,
squeeze hips in

Extend on take-off keeping chest in,
reach hands forward past toes keeping
arms behind ears whilst lifting legs to
pike

Press body flat by squeezing glutes and
pushing toes away, look back for water,
move arms around the side to grab

Once dives on 1m and line ups are competent on 3m then dives can be advanced to 3m
Once dives and line ups are competent on 3m they can be advanced to 5m
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Armswing reverse somersault
tuck from 1m

Armswing with strong leg push,
squeeze hips in

Extend on take-off keeping chest in,
Pull knees over shoulders in a tight
lift knees to shoulders for tuck, head still tuck with head remaining still
throughout, fast leg extension
to straight line feet entry

Armswing reverse one
and half somersaults tuck from 1m

Armswing with strong leg push,
squeeze hips in

Extend on take-off keeping chest in,
Pull knees over shoulders in a tight tuck
lift knees to shoulders for tuck, head still with head remaining still throughout,
fast kick out in to back line up sequence

Competent

Competent

FIND OUT MORE
CONTACT US:
Email: diving@gll.org
Website: better.org.uk/tomdaley

STAY CONNECTED:
@tomdaleydivingacademy
@tomdaleydiving
@tomdaleydivingacademy
YouTube.com/tomdaleydivingacademy
Follow us on social media to get more insight and diving knowledge.
You’ll unlock tips from Tom and our coaches, more information to develop
your diving and some fun – including giveaways and promotions!

SOME USEFUL LINKS:
http://www.diving-gbdf.com
The home of the Great Britain Diving Federation, which is the home
of Masters Diving. Information on diving and competitions.
https://www.britishswimming.org/browse-sport/diving/
The home of British Diving, which covers all topics from news,
events, competitions, courses and general information.
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